
Ill
Speaking Is Not Seeing

"I would like to know what you are searching for.
— I too would like to know.
— This not knowing is rather carefree, is it not?
— I'm afraid it may be presumptuous. We are always ready to believe our-

selves destined for what we seek by a more intimate, a more significant relation
than knowing. Knowledge effaces the one who knows. Disinterested passion,
modesty, invisibility: these are what we risk losing by not just knowing.

— But we will also lose certitude, a proud assurance. Behind the face of the
man of science, impersonal and as though effaced, there is the terrible flame of
absolute knowledge.

— Perhaps. Nonetheless, this flame does not fail to glimmer everywhere there
are eyes. I see it even in the unseeing eyes of statues. Uncertainty does not suffice
to render modest men's efforts. But I admit that the ignorance in question here
is of a particular kind. There are those who seek, looking to find—even knowing
they will almost necessarily find something other than what they are searching
for. There are others whose research is precisely without an object.

— I remember that the verb 'to find' [trouver] does not first of all mean 'to find,'
in the sense of a practical or scientific result. To find is to turn, to take a turn
about, to go around. To come up with a song is to turn a melodic movement, to
make it turn. No idea here of a goal, still less of a stopping. To find is almost
exactly the same word as 'to seek' [chercher], which means to 'take a turn around.'

— To find, to search for, to turn, to go around: yes, these are words indicating
movement, but always circular. It is as though the sense of searching or research
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lay in its necessary inflection in turning. To find' is inscribed upon the great celes-
tial 'vault' that gave us the first models of the unmoved mover. To find is to seek
in relation to the center that is, properly speaking, what cannot be found.

— The center allows finding and turning, but the center is not to be found. Re-
search would be, perhaps, that rash seeking determined always to reach the center
instead of being content to act in response to its point of reference.

— A hasty conclusion all the same. It is true that the turning movement of re-
search resembles the movement of a dog that, when its prey is motionless and
menacing, believes it has captured its prey by encircling it, while in fact it remains
solely under the fascination of the center to whose attraction it submits.

— The center, as center, is always safe.
— Searching and error, then, would be akin. To err is to turn and to return,

to give oneself up to the magic of detour. One who goes astray, who has left the
protection of the center, turns about, himself adrift and subject to the center, and
no longer guarded by it.

— More accurately, he turns about—a verb without complement; he does not
turn around some thing or even around nothing; the center is no longer the immo-
bile spur, the point of opening that secretly clears the space of advance. One who
goes astray moves steadily ahead and stays at the same point; he exhausts himself
while under way, not advancing, not stopping.

— And he is not at the same point, although being there by returning. This is
worth considering. The return effaces the point of departure; being without a
path, error is that arid force that uproots the landscape, ravages the wilderness,
ruins the site.

— An advance in the frontier regions and along the frontier of the march.
— Above all, an advance that opens no path and corresponds to no opening;

error designates a strange space where the hiding-showing movement of things
has lost its directing force. Where I am through error there no longer reigns either
the benevolence of welcome or the rigor, itself reassuring, of exclusion.

— I think of the aged Empedocles: driven by the heavens to the sea, spit from
the sea to the earth, spit out again toward the sun and thrown back by the sun
to the heavens; 'exiledfrom god and in error for having trusted my self to the frenzy
of irritation.'

— But to measure up to such an ordeal, one must be a daimon, a lesser daimon,
the promise of man. There still, the exile remains one of exclusion; the exclusion
takes place within a closed world where, through the play of the four corners that
endlessly divide him, the being in exile nonetheless lives as though he were out-
side. The biblical exile is more essentially that departure and recognition of the
outside where the covenant originates. Error, it seems to me, neither closes nor
opens; nothing is enclosed and yet there is no horizon—unbounded, it is not in
open sky. A snow-covered expanse evokes the space of error, as Tolstoy and
Kafka sensed.
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- With the term 'error,' you mean to say that things neither show nor hide
themselves, not yet belonging to the 'region' where there is a place for unveiling
and veiling.

— Did I say that? I would say rather: error is an obstinacy without persever-
ance that, far from being a rigorously maintained affirmation, pursues itself by
diverting the affirmation toward what has no firmness. Essential error is without
relation to the true, which has no power over it. Truth would dispel error, were
they to meet. But there is an error of sorts that ruins in advance all power of en-
counter. To err is probably this: to go outside the space of encounter.

— I confess to not understanding well your 'error.' There would be two kinds:
one being the shadow of the true; the other-but this other, I wonder how you
can speak of it.

— This is perhaps the easiest. Speech and error are on intimate terms.
— I see nothing but banter here: as though you were recalling that one would

not deceive if one did not speak. Speech, we well know, is the resource and,
etymologically, even the origin of the devil.

— Of the words ball and ballistics as well-all diabolical works. Note that
etymologies—important because they show the facetious force of language, and
the mysterious play that is an invitation to play-have no other purpose than to
close the word rapidly up upon itself again in the manner of those shelled crea-
tures that withdraw as soon as one inspects them. Words are suspended; this sus-
pense is a very delicate oscillation, a trembling that never leaves them still.

— And yet, they are also immobile.
— Yes, of an immobility that moves more than anything moving. Disorienta-

tion is at work in speech through a passion for wandering that has no bounds.
Thus it happens that, in speaking, we depart from all direction and all path, as
though we had crossed the line.

— But speech has its own way, it provides a path. We are not led astray in
it, or at most only in relation to the regularly traveled routes.

— Even more than that perhaps: it is as though we were turned away from the
visible, without being turned back round toward the invisible. I don't know
whether what I am saying here says anything. But nevertheless it is simple.
Speaking is not seeing. Speaking frees thought from the optical imperative that
in the Western tradition, for thousands of years, has subjugated our approach to
things, and induced us to think under the guaranty of light or under the threat of
its absence. I'll let you count all the words through which it is suggested that, to
speak truly, one must think according to the measure of the eye.

— You don't wish to oppose one sense to another, hearing to sight?
— I would not want to fall into that trap.
— Especially since writing—which is your own way, and no doubt the first

way—would be lacking to you in this case.
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— To write is not to give speech to be seen. The game of common etymology
makes of writing a cutting movement, a tear, a crisis.

— This is simply a reminder that the proper tool for writing was also proper
for incising: the stylet.

— Yes, but this incisive reminder still evokes a cutting operation, if not a
butchery: a kind of violence—the word flesh is found in the family, just as graphy
is a scratch. Higher and further back, to write and to curve meet. Writing is the
curve that the turn of seeking has already evoked for us and that we find in the
bending of reflection.

— In each word, all words.
— Yet speaking, like writing, engages us in a separating movement, an oscil-

lating and vascillating departure.
— Seeing is also a movement.
— Seeing presupposes only a measured and a measurable separation: to see

is certainly always to see at a distance, but by allowing distance to give back what
it removes from us. Sight is invisibly active in a pause wherein everything holds
itself back. We see only what first escapes us by virtue of an initial privation, not
seeing things that are too present, and not seeing them if our presence to things
is pressing.

— But we do not see what is too distant, what escapes us through the separa-
tion of distance.

— There is a privation, an absence, precisely through which contact is
achieved. Here the interval does not impede; on the contrary, it allows a direct
relation. Every relation of light is an immediate relation.

— To see is thus to apprehend immediately from a distance.
— ... immediately from a distance and through distance. To see is to make

use of separation, not as mediating, but as a means of immediation, as im-
mediating. In this sense too, to see is to experience the continuous and to celebrate
the sun, that is, beyond the sun: the One.

— And yet we do not see everything.
— This is sight's wisdom, though we never see only one thing, even two or

several, but a whole: every view is a general view. It is still true that sight holds
us within the limits of a horizon. Perception is a wisdom rooted in the ground and
standing fixed in the direction of the opening; it is of the land, in the proper sense
of the term: planted in the earth and forming a link between the immobile bound-
ary and the apparently boundless horizon—a firm pact from which comes peace.
For sight, speech is war and madness. The terrifying word passes over every limit
and even the limitlessness of the whole: it seizes the thing from a direction from
which it is not taken, not seen, and will never be seen; it transgresses laws, breaks
away from orientation, it disorients.

— There is a facility in this liberty. Language acts as though we were able to
see the thing from all sides.
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— And then begins perversion. Speech no longer presents itself as speech, but
as sight freed from the limitations of sight. Not a way of saying, but a transcen-
dent way of seeing. The 'idea,' at first a privileged aspect, becomes the privilege
of what remains under a perspective to which it is tributary. The novelist lifts up
the rooftops and gives his characters over to a penetrating gaze. His error is to
take language as not just another vision, but as an absolute one.

— Do you want us not to speak as we see?
— I would want, at least, that we not give ourselves in language a view that

is surreptitiously corrected, hypocritically extended, deceiving.
— We should choose then: speech, sight. A difficult choice, and perhaps un-

just. Why should the thing be separated into the thing seen and the thing said
(written)?

— An amalgam, in any case, will not remedy the split. To see, perhaps, is to
forget to speak; and to speak is to draw from the depths of speech an inexhaustible
forgetfulness. Let me add that we do not await just any language, but the one in
which 'error' speaks: the speech of detour.

— An unsettling speech.
— A differing speech, one that carries here and there, itself deferring speech.
— Obscure speech.
- Clear speech, if the word clarity, being the property not of visible but of

audible things, does not yet have a relation to light. Clarity is the exigent claim
of what makes itself clearly heard in the space of resonance.

— Hardly speech, it discloses nothing.
— Everything in it is disclosed without disclosing anything.
— That is nothing but a formula.
— Yes, and not too sure. I am seeking a way, without getting there, to say that

there is a speech in which things, not showing themselves, do not hide. Neither
veiled nor unveiled: this is their non-truth.

— A speech wherein things would be said without, for the fact of this saying,
coming to light?

— Without arising in the place where there is always a place for appearing,
or failing that, for refusing to appear. A speech such that to speak would no longer
be to unveil with light. Which does not imply that we would want to go in search
of the joy, or the horror, of the absence of the day: just the contrary; we would
want to arrive at a mode of'manifestation,' but a manifestation that would not be
one of unveiling-veiling. Here what reveals itself does not give itself up to sight,
just as it does not take refuge in simple invisibility.

— This word reveal, I fear, is not quite suitable. To reveal, to remove the veil,
to expose directly to view.

— Revealing implies, in fact, that something shows that did not show itself.
Speech (at least the one we are attempting to approach: writing) lays bare even
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without unveiling, and sometimes, on the contrary (dangerously), by reveiling in
a way that neither covers nor uncovers.

— Is it not this way in dreams? The dream reveals by re-veiling.
— There is still something like a light in the dream, but in truth we would not

know how to qualify it. It implies a reversal of the possibility of seeing. To see
in a dream is to be fascinated, and fascination arises when, far from apprehending
from a distance, we are apprehended by this distance, invested by it and invested
with it. In the case of sight, not only do we touch the thing, thanks to an interval
that disencumbers us of it, but we touch it without being encumbered by this inter-
val. In the case of fascination we are perhaps already outside the realm of the
visible-invisible.

— So it is, then, with the image, which seems to hold us at the limit of these
two domains.

— Perhaps. Of the image, too, it is difficult to speak rigorously. The image
is the duplicity of revelation. The image is what veils by revealing; it is the veil
that reveals by reveiling in all the ambiguous indecision of the word reveal. The
image is image by means of this duplicity, being not the object's double, but the
initial division that then permits the thing to be figured; still further back than this
doubling it is a folding, a turn of the turning, the Version' that is always in the
process of inverting itself and that in itself bears the back and forth of a diver-
gence. The speech of which we are trying to speak is a return to this first
turning—a noun that must be heard as a verb, as the movement of a turning, a
vertigo wherein rest the whirlwind, the leap and the fall. Note that the names cho-
sen for the two directions of our literary language accept the idea of this turning;
poetry, rightly enough, alludes to it most directly with the word 'verse,' while
'prose' goes right along its path by way of a detour that continually straightens
itself out.

— But these words designate only the exterior aspect of these two literary
forms: prose, a continuous line; verse, an interrupted line that turns about in a
coming and going.

— No doubt, but the turning must already be given for speech to turn about
in the torsion of verse. The first turn, the original structure of turning (which later
slackens in a back and forth linear movement) is poetry. Holderlin said (accord-
ing to Saint Clair and Bettina): 'Everything is rhythm; the entire destiny of man
is a single celestial rhythm, just as the work of art is a unique rhythm.'

— Well, here we have explained rhythm—and rhyme, which follows from it.
— You are right to recall us to some reserve. Nothing is explained, nothing

laid out; rather, the enigma is again bound up in a word. I wanted, with too much
haste, to trace this speech of detour that holds in it the errancy of seeking. And
yet we were advised against haste by our very subject. The detour is not a short-
cut. And in the speech that responds to it, the essential is vicissitude. It is a matter
of holding to it, holding up and keeping up, between us.
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— Hence, perhaps, the meaning of the conversation we are holding.
— In this turn that is rhythm, speech is turned toward that which turns aside

and itself turns aside. This is a rare speech; it knows no precipitation, just as it
does not know the refusal to go on, or oscillating doubt. It is most open in its ob-
liqueness, through interruption always persisting, always calling upon detour,
and thus holding us as though in suspense between the visible and the invisible,
or on the hither side of both.

— Here again is something that is understood only with difficulty. What does
this mean? What is not visible must surely be held to be invisible.

— Perhaps there is an invisibility that is still a manner of something letting it-
self be seen, and then another that turns aside from everything visible and every-
thing invisible. Night is the presence of this detour, particularly the night that is
pain and the night that is waiting. Speaking is the speech of the waiting wherein
things are turned back toward latency. Waiting: the space of detour without
digression, of errancy without error. There is no question of things either show-
ing or hiding themselves in this space, at least inasmuch as these movements
would entail a play of light. And in the speech that responds to this waiting there
is a manifest presence that is not an act of the day, a disclosure that discloses be-
fore any fiat lux, disclosing the obscure through the detour that is the essence of
obscurity. The obscure, in stealing away, offers itself to the turn that originally
governs speech.

— Despite your efforts to avoid having to evoke light in speaking of the ob-
scure, I cannot help but refer everything you say back to day as the sole measure.
Is it because our language has become abusively—necessarily—an optical system
that speech speaks well only to our sight? I wonder whether Heraclitus, when he
says of sacred speech that it neither exposes nor conceals, but gives a sign, is not
saying something about this. Might one not lend him the idea you wish to present:
that there is a language in which things neither show nor hide?

— It is perhaps not for us to lend this idea to Heraclitus, but he may be the
one to lend it to us. The speech here in question is the one that is questioned at
Delphi: it speaks in the manner of those oracles that are oracles through signs,
scorings and incisions—writing—in the text of things. Nevertheless, at Delphi,
we do indeed have to do with a language, a language that escapes the necessity
of showing, in escaping that of hiding. In this language such a difference does
not arise: it neither covers nor uncovers.

— Speaking without either saying or being silent.
— Speaking by virtue of a difference other than that of the words legei-kruptei,

a difference that is bound up in the single word semainei, which we translate by
to indicate or to give a sign. This difference that suspends and contains all others
is the difference that is also conveyed by the word 'turn.' In this turn that turns
toward that from which it turns away, there is an original torsion in which is con-
centrated the difference whose entanglement every mode of speaking, up to and
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including dialectic, seeks to slacken, to put to use, to clarify: speech/silence,
word/thing, affirmation/negation—all the enigmas that speak behind every lan-
guage that is spoken live in these. For example: speech is speech against a ground
of silence, but silence is still no more than a noun in language, a manner of speak-
ing; or, the noun names the thing as being different from the word, and this differ-
ence can only be brought forth with the name. I won't belabor the point. This
amounts to saying that we speak by way of this difference, which makes it so that
in speaking we defer speaking.

— This is simply a play on words.
— Yes, and why should it not be? It plays with the idea of time, reminding

us that time necessarily has a part in this difference, and suggesting to us that the
turn of speech is not foreign to this turning that is the turning of 'history,' and that
essentially accomplishes itself now apart from any present. Then too, it plays with
the idea that we speak only through the difference that holds us at a distance from
speech, it speaking only because we speak, and nonetheless not yet. This 'not yet'
does not refer back to an ideal speech, to the superior Word of which our human
words would be but an imperfect imitation; it rather constitutes, in its non-
presence, the very decision of speech, this still to come that all speech that we
hold to be present is and that is all the more insistent for designating and engaging
with the future—a future that is also a future to be spoken, the non-speech that
belongs to language and that nevertheless places us outside language each time
we speak essentially, just as we are never closer to speaking than in the speech
that turns us aside from it.

— So here again is the peculiarity of that turning toward . . .  which is de-
tour. Whoever would advance must turn aside. This makes for a curious kind of
crab's progress. Would it also be the movement of seeking?

— All research is crisis. What is sought is nothing other than the turn of seek-
ing, of research, that occasions this crisis: the critical turn.

— This is hopelessly abstract.
— Why? I would even say that every important literary work is important to

the extent that it puts more directly and more purely to work the meaning of this
turn; a turning that, at the moment when it is about to emerge, makes the work
pitch strangely. This is a work in which worklessness, as its always decentered
center, holds sway: the absence of work.

— The absence of work that is the other name for madness.
— The absence of work in which discourse ceases so that, outside speech, out-

side language, the movement of writing may come, under the attraction of the
outside."



/ would like to state that this book, in its articulated-inarticulated, mobile relation—that
of its play—brings together texts for the most part written from 1953 to 1965. This indica-
tion of dates, referring to a long period of time, explains why I take them to be already
posthumous, that is to say, regard them as being nearly anonymous.

Thus belonging to everyone and even written, always written, not by a single person,
but by several: all those to whom falls the task of maintaining and prolonging the exigency
to which I believe these texts, and with an obstinacy that today astonishes me, ceaselessly
seek to respond, even unto the absence of the book they designate in vain.
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